
 

This post is about the football game rules which are available in hindi pdf. 4th International Football Tournament, 43rd Asian
Games will be held between 9th to 27th August 2017. There are some short term objectives of this tournament which have been
given below under the main objectives. The main objectives of this tournament are as follows: - To provide an opportunity for
all members to take part in a competition that "will allow them to promote participation and development associated with
football. The tournament will also provide an opportunity to develop the game at the grass roots level through education and
training for referees, coaches and match officials. This will allow them to deliver a world class football competition." - To
provide a playing venue in order to promote good football in Asia. - To organize the event in a manner that provides value for
money for each of the participating teams/countries and ensure that these teams/countries do not incur any financial loss in
participating in the event". - To promote the game, its coaching and players at all levels. - To promote the spirit of fair play in
sports. - To develop the game of football at all levels within each participating Member Association There are so many rules
which are part of Football game rules in hindi pdf. But these are some definite rules which are followed by any football
matches. These are the main points where the games are terminated or reviewed according to about FIFA Rule book. As per
FIFA, there must be two referees who can take action for all decisions on field regardless misuse of equipment, abuse etc. It is
important to note that the rules are set per age groups in FIFA. The age maximum team can play under is 18 years except for
3rd category which is for 21 years. These laws are followed by FIFA in any international matches.

  The most important part of football game rules in hindi pdf which most of the people liked about the game is that there must
be equal number of players with equal equipment. All players must wear same football uniforms along with their national flags.
All team players must wear their numbers on both sides. The most important part is that there must be five football officials,
who includes three match officials and two assistant referees. Match officials must be registered for this tournament with AFC.
There are two referee's assistants who will assist the referees for the match. There are also some other rules which can't be
ignored which includes-  

  1. "FIFA Laws of the Game" (PDF) . FIFA Internet site . Retrieved 15 July 2016 .
2. "AFC Asian Cup 2015 - Official Technical Report" (PDF) . AFC Asian Cup 2015 official site . Retrieved 15 July 2016 .
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